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Greetings! 

Valentine's Day is an opportunity to show your loved ones that you care, as would be any of the other 364 

days of the year. February 14 is also the campaign day of One Billion Rising, a movement that helps raise 

awareness to end violence against women and children and is carried out in hundreds of countries all over 

the world. This year's march is about rising in solidarity against the exploitation of women.   Check them out 

at-  
 

http://www.onebillionrising.org/about/campaign 
 

 

Economic and Market Review 
 

With the blue-chip DOW Industrials trading at eye-watering record levels of 20,000 and above, there is not 

much room for error, and stocks are beginning to see sideways moves. Consumer Confidence Index remains 

quite high and there is a cautious optimism toward the potential for new growth-oriented policies. The 

volatility index (VIX) remains at record lows, suggesting investor complacency. 
 

Politics has been a dominant force behind both market behavior and confidence measures. "A market, an 

industry or a company, which can be moved by a single tweet, is a new twist" comments Liz Ann Sonders of 

Charles Schwab. 
 

The economy continues to remain stable. Both the manufacturing and non-manufacturing indexes are at 

healthy levels. The labor market continues to remain strong, with a better-than-expected 227,000 non-farm 

payroll jobs added in January. The unemployment rate did tick up to 4.8% from 4.7%, but only due to an 

increase in labor force participation (more people beginning to look for jobs). 
 

The proposed tax and regulatory reforms by the Trump administration is going to take a while to materialize. 

"If investors had assumed that Trump and his mainly business- and military-populated cabinet would 

thoughtfully sequence priorities to improve the chances for doubling economic growth to 4% from the 

anemic 2% pace of the last eight years, what they got was a needless spat with a good neighbor about who 

will pay for a wall, and a poorly drafted executive order on immigration" says Charles Roth of Thornburg 

Investment Management. 
 

There is a self-defeating exercise here. The pro-business and pro-growth approach of "America First" may be 

offset by the admonition of international trade. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) includes 

U.S., Mexico, and Canada, and if dismantled, supply chains could break down and jobs would be lost on both 

sides of the border. Global trade is about two-thirds of global GDP and a dislocation of trade among just a 

few of the bigger players can have a significant impact on sustaining that growth and corporate sales. As a 

reference, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) is currently forecasting global growth to tick up from 3.1% 

in 2016 to 3.4% in 2017. 
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001YWa-QkjgSFm50OPRvi3lxQOuNi0RzFr8QM15RGuuTBm7ko79RYtHhZcinlLTxVcw8u8T_rW-OMr-6V_tbWszp5lH604W5OSitRClOcobhxGAvgqviKmLkiS-ur3UzKAtuGT5qx1FjO9nYLyTnfi5uGZoN6XSrMbdhHK2jt8_UtZ5gnS2bOFwDs3zt-AEihnBJGq2MuiIzGY=&c=0M2E5k0oxWdGFd2iCBujsMf1ZwIIOLeJ06LPJhFz_msXseKojyAZmw==&ch=SX9v_CrAxsQtLhMUH4pBPT-sjOCF0o9qsYUuL1s8_T42lJTmo9YzrQ==
http://www.lilaniwealthmanagement.com


And then there is the risk of trade retaliation due to potential punitive U.S. tariffs. On November 13, 

2016,  The Global Times, a subsidiary publication of the People's Daily, the Communist Party of China's main 

publication and the country's biggest newspaper group, warned that "China will take a tit-for-tat approach to 

any punitive U.S. tariffs, adding that "a batch of Boeing orders will be replaced by Airbus (and) U.S. auto and 

iPhone sales in China will suffer a setback, and U.S. soybean and maize imports will be halted." Now, how can 

that be good for U.S. jobs or its economy? 
 

International economies seem to be doing alright, in their own way. The UK economy seems to be doing 

better than expected, with looser monetary policies and a weaker pound making the recession due to Brexit a 

lesser possibility than thought of earlier. While the Euro-zone has had some growth in the last quarter of 

2016, there is concern for uncertainty ahead of key elections in France and Germany and will likely weigh on 

business investment. 
 

Japan may experience another year of sub par growth as the demographic declines in the workforce and 

weak income growth weighs down on the economy. China, scaling back the monetary stimulus and further 

regulating banks and lending, will continue to exhibit a good growth rate. 
 

This is a wait-and-see game, and will require patience from investors, as political doctrines my delay 

anticipated reforms, which in turn could cause a pullback in the stock market or cause more of the sideways 

moves. 
 
 

Financial Tables for One 

Whether fresh out of college or after a marriage, women will some day go it alone in taking care of their 

financial needs. 
 

With the combination of later marriage, divorce, widowhood and longevity, almost 90 percent of women will 

end up managing their finances alone at some point in their lives, according to the Department of Labor. 
 

Regardless of upbringing, income, marital or motherhood status, women need a strong base of financial 

knowledge to prepare them for that responsibility. Because the large majority of women will be on their own 

financially at some time in their lives, financial education is never wasted. Knowledge gives women 

confidence that if confronted with being suddenly single, they can handle it. 
 

For women who have little or no experience in managing money, taking small steps can prevent feeling 

overwhelmed. Reading websites, magazines and books about financial topics or taking a community college 

course can provide a great foundation. Professional financial advisors can help as well. As the saying goes, 

there's no such thing as a stupid question. Women shouldn't be intimidated. Most professionals welcome the 

opportunity to share their knowledge and educate clients. 
 

For young women starting out on their own, living expenses and paying down debt like vehicle or college 

loans usually get priority treatment. However, it's easier to save and invest before adding larger debt - like a 

house - or having children. Young singles should develop and stick to a budget that allows them to build an 

emergency savings account equal to at least three months' expenses, preferably six. Employer-sponsored 

retirement plans provide a fairly painless method - pretax payroll deduction - to get started. Singles should 

strive to contribute at least as much as their employer will match. Enrolling at the time of hire means never 

missing the money from the paycheck. 
 

Having a team of advisors - a financial advisor, accountant, attorney and insurance professional - can help 

women through difficult times when emotions may cloud financial judgment. It can also make women less 

susceptible to scams and opportunists who target the newly divorced or widowed. Married women don't 

necessarily need a team of advisors separate from their husbands', but they should have met those advisors 



and be comfortable with them. A crisis like divorce or death is not the time to be looking for a credible 

professional. 
 

In addition to basic financial knowledge, married women should maintain at least a big picture view of their 

finances, even if their husbands handle bills and investments. Reviewing monthly statements and attending 

annual account review meetings can help provide a basic understanding of the couple's overall financial 

situation. Even if they don't work outside the home, pay the bills or make the investment decisions, women 

should know how much money comes into the household and what percentage goes toward bills, college 

funds, retirement accounts and savings. They should also know where key financial documents, such as wills 

and insurance policies, are kept. 
 

While many financial professionals counsel widows to wait a year before making major decisions such as 

selling a home, a divorce typically requires quicker decisions, often in conjunction with an adversarial spouse. 

Most immediately, couples must decide who, if anyone, stays in the home and how its value will be split. 

Women often jump at the chance to keep the house because they have children or it helps them feel more 

grounded in a time of chaos. 
 

Women should understand that keeping the house means keeping all the financial obligations that go with it 

- the mortgage payment, insurance, property taxes, utilities and upkeep. On top of that, they may have to buy 

out their husband's share in the property. Suddenly a $2,000 mortgage payment becomes a $4,000 mortgage 

payment, which she shoulders on her own salary. That's when the advisor becomes important in helping the 

client make decisions based on financial reality instead of emotional reaction. When the decree is final, a 

woman can't claim ignorance. 
 

A solid understanding of financial basics and the household's financial picture, along with a team of trusted 

advisors, can give women the confidence they need to make financial decisions throughout their lives, 

whether single and childless, married with or without children, divorced or widowed. Women owe it to 

themselves to learn basic money management skills and find the professional assistance they need to make 

sound financial decisions. It's a skill they will almost certainly need in their lifetime, so it's never too early to 

start. 
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